
 
 

Lehnert GoBOD Drive channel pedal manual. 

Thank you for choosing the Lehnert GoBOD. We hope you’ll find it as pleasing and flexible as we do. 

Please, take your time to read this manual to the end for your best experience of the product and for your safety. 

GoBOD  is your new extra channel for your amp delivering pure tube driven clean boost, overdrive & distortion 

via the DRIVE (upper right knob) and VOLUME (upper left knob) with the same dynamics and characteristics as a 

drive channel in a tube amp. 

Since it will work as the drive channel for your amp, there will be no need to hassle with an effects loop. Just put 

it into the desired place in your pedal chain. 

Note: Lehnert Amps offer great effects loops in their amp products on request and in other fine amps too. 

 

                     

You will find the tone controls very pleasing to accommodate your favorite tone. 

The tone controls (from left to right: LOW, stays at 11 or 12 o’clock to start with. Dialing LOW past 12 o’clock will 

lessen the response of the MID knob (the one in the middle). The middle control gives you a more “Fenderish” 

response when dialing it to the left. Dialing to the right the mid will be more pronounced in a “Voxisch” manner. 

The HIGH (lower left knob) adjusts the sparkle to your desired amount. 

Hook it up in your pedal chain preferably next to your guitar, see suggestions below. 

It runs on 12V DC (center=minus) @ 350mA with the enclosed adaptor or with another good power supply with 

these specs. 

Inside, The GoBOD works with > 300VDC so don’t open it! You’ll void the guarantee and you are at the risk getting 

an unpleasant shock! 

The tube is a Sovtek 12AX7 WA which could be interchanged with any double triode having the same pin 

configuration. However, in order to offer is the best flexibility with GoBOD we recommend a 12AX7 / ECC83. 

 

Pedal chain order (serving suggestion) 

Guitar- Wah- Compressor- Go BOD- Tremolo/Vibrato/Chours/Phaser/Flanger- Delay- Reverb- Amp  
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